
ACADEMIC WRITING PARAGRAPH DEVELOPMENT BY EXAMPLE

of writing. Academic paragraphs contain the points you want to make with your body paragraphs may include citations
from information sources, examples Each support sentence must contribute to the argument you are developing in the .

If you quoted a passage, give your interpretation of the quotation. Paragraphing helps readers to understand
and process your ideas into meaningful units of thought. Centre for Applied Linguistics. Arranging where
each element goes in a paragraph can make a paper more engaging for the reader. In addition, repeating a
pattern in a series of consecutive sentences helps your reader see the connections between ideas. The topic
sentence is very important for four reasons. The many species of piranha vary in color, though most are either
silvery with an orange underbelly and throat or almost entirely black Process: Explain how something works,
step by step. Descriptive: Provide specific details about what something looks or feels like. It includes all the
evidence you need to make the point. You may have noticed that you can skim through a newspaper article by
reading the first sentence of each paragraph. Working-class folk did not swim with the upper classes, but they
were not as concerned about color. Pasadena City College; Paragraph Structure. Readers need planned pauses
or breaks when reading long complex papers in order to understand your presented ideas. Although the Braille
system gained immediate popularity with the blind students at the Institute in Paris, it had to gain acceptance
among the sighted before its adoption throughout France. It might describe a place, character, or process;
narrate a series of events; compare or contrast two or more things; classify items into categories; or describe
causes and effects. Is it clear what each piece of evidence means and why you have included it? Does all the
evidence fit together and tell a coherent story? Repeat key words or phrases. Having written the whole
paragraph, you can return to the topic sentence and check whether the topic of the paragraph has in fact been
clearly reflected in the writing. By setting out your ideas and evidence with a natural flow, you will make your
work much more readable. Writers sometimes begin with a transition sentence before introducing the topic of
the new paragraph. Perhaps follow a sequenceâ€”first, second, third. Structure and Writing Style I. In the
paragraph above about scientists and the sense of sight, several sentences in the body of the paragraph have
been constructed in a parallel way. Bahl, Vik. Each section is described further in this writing guide. There is
no specific length for a paragraph in an academic essay, although in general we can say that three lines is too
short and one full page is too long. Many students make the mistake of thinking that an academic essay is
merely a description, but this is not correct. How long should a paragraph be?


